
1 =       High
2 = 

Moderate
3 =        

Low
UNK = 

Unknown

Allergy
Provides detection of potential reactions between drugs/drug ingredients and a 
patient's known allergies.

X The patient is allergic to one or more of the drug's ingredients.

X
The drug has ingredients belonging to a specific allergen group in which the 
patient has a known allergy.

X
The drug has an ingredient belonging to a cross sensitive allergen group in which 
the patient has a known allergy.
Detects potential interactions between a drug and a patient's known condition(s) 
either on the patient's profile or indicated by a drug on the patient's profile..

X An absolute contraindication exists between the drug and the condition. 
X A precaution contraindication exists between the drug and the condition.

X A warning contraindication exists between the drug and the condition.
Checks for interactions at the drug and ingredient level.

X
The drug combination is contraindicated in all cases and should not be dispensed 
or administered.

X
Action is required to reduce the risk of severe adverse interaction.

X Assess the risk to the patient and take action as needed.
X The drug combination may cause some risk when taken together.

Checks for the potential of drug duplication based on the ingredients/recipe of the 
drugs in question.

X The drug introduces a drug duplication within the patient's active profile.

X
The drug introduces a duplication of drug ingredients within the patient's active 
profile.
Checks for potential duplication in drug therapies.

X The drug introduces a  duplication in therapies within the patient's active profile.
Checks for geriatric precautions of the drug(s).

X An absolute contraindication exists for a geriatric patient.
X A precaution exists for a geriatric patient

Checks for pediatric precautions of the drug(s).
X An absolute contraindication exists for a pediatric patient.

X A relative contraindication exists for a pediatric patient
X No studies have been done, but warnings exist 

Indicates that a refill has been executed either too late or too early.
X Indicates that a refill has been executed either too late or too early.

Refills

Pediatric Precaution

Geriatric Precaution

Duplicate Therapy

Drug-Drug

Duplicate Drug

Drug-Disease
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